
In the days of joy ,an array of festivals unfold 

A cluster of colours, joy and sounds. 

From springtime blooms to winters icicles,

Each season has its own vibrance.

Autumn leaves fall, fiery red and gold. 

A harvest time approaches, gratitude overflows. 

Winters chill brings snowflake soft and light. 

A blanket of white that expels the beauty of the moon in night. 

With each new festival, comes more joyful cheer, 

A celebration of life, love and year. 

Let’s embrace this array,

And celebrate in the beauty of each passing day.  
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Life is a light 

Festivals make it bright 

With god’s might 

For the best navratri nights.

Day be day 

We danced in a sway 

Who knew what was next?

Not even some rest?

Facing the crackers fear 

When there is a BOOM! We can hear 

With a little cheer 

We celebrate with our peers 

These days are the happiness

With literally no sadness 

Too many to thank 

In our CIRS, to be frank.
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Celebrations are coming,

One after the other.

Seeing the array of festivals,

Makes our life filled with colour.

We light up the whole sky,

By the nights of Diwali.

Colours that are brighter than the stars,

Makes memories that we hold on tight .

Spending our time with our love ones

Is a joy that no holiday can give.

Seeing the array of festivals

Makes our life bright than the everchanging stars.
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What are festivals?

It is the day to have fun

It is the day to spread happiness

And it is the day of sharing and caring.

Festivals are all around

Sometimes Diwali, the festival of light

Sometimes Holi, the festival of colours

Still I can’t get enough of it.

I wish these happy moments

The time and memories made

The day we come together with our family

Never ends…
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One by one festivals follow

But they are never hollow.

From New Year to Christmas.

We celebrate with happiness.

Festivals are followed with joy

Some children get toy.

Every festival has something special

Just like everyone is special.
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The festivals we share,

Are the events of happiness and care.

Spreading love all around,

When our gods surround.

From enjoying the yummy sweets,

To sending each other wonderful tweets.

Time came to celebrate with fun,

Bringing a shine like a sun.

Let’s bring smile to everyone’s face,

And celebrate the festivals in every place.
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Festivals coming day-by-day,

For us to enjoy,play and pray.

Diwali, Holi and Navratri,

Or making a Christmas tree.

It is our role to celebrate

With hall our faith.

If do this,

God will definitely bless us.
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Festivals are the keys of life

Where we enjoy the most.

This is the time where, 

We get a break from work and get a start with family.

Vibrations from all walks of life,

Renders the positivity in me.

There different festivals for different people,

But the joy for all never stops.

The season of festivals is,

The best thing that I could ask for.

Having a rejoice with people of kinds different from you.

Is the biggest joy for all.
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Togetherness is found,

When festivals are come to a bound.

Festivals are of color and light.

We convey of wishes,

Through love, care and gifts.

Festivals are the key to unity.

From Raksha Bandhan to Bhai Dooj,

There is an array of festivals to come.

Festivals are the joy of life.
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Festivals lit up the sky,

As the sadness we have says goodbye.

The array of festivals we have,

Are more than the hair on our heads.

Everyday and everywhere there is a new surprise,

But there is not a single time where a festival never gave a surprise.

Different for many and same for some,

But the essence of all bring s the same.

Seeing the moments of god

Is a glory for all to see.

All the festivals in array

Keeps all the accidents away.
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India is famous for its rich and varied heritage,

India is famous for its beautiful culture

The ways of life through festivals,

The swarming of people here and there.

The beauty within it,

The happiness flying everywhere

Holi, the love for colours

Diwali, the bursting of crackers.
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Filled with festivals from the hindu calender

One after another it comes

Diwali, Pongal, Navratri and

Holi full of colours.

It’s fun but sometimes cumbersome activity

Whatever we might say

It makes our day joyous

After all, at the end of the day that’s all it matters.
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Life never goes easy on us,

But the only that relieves us,

Is the everchanging festivals of culture.

The colors and joy that brings us at peace.

Every festivals from all walks of the world,

Makes every heart and mind feel elated.

The list is endless,

And the cycle go on forever.

But the only thing that break us is free,

Is the array of festivals that go on forever.
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Whether it be Holi or Navratri,

The best of festivals has got to be Diwali.

On festivals we wish good for our loved ones

And sing bhajans of the lord.

Festivals are for all people and cultures

We will keep celebrating till the future

Our festivals are so fun

When you see it you will be stunned.
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Amy festivals are coming one by one one,

Celebrating them with all is so much fun.

With the beautiful colours of Holi,

For Diwali we made excellent Rangolis.

In each festival we get to learn life lesson,

In which from doing wrong things we get caution.

Each festival teaches us, to spread love and care,

It also teaches us, for the happiness to be shared.

Festivals are full of brightness and light,

It indicates us to reach greatest of heights.

Let us come together and enjoy the festivals,

And together the joyful colours.
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India has a vivid array of festivals.

Which we all celebrate.

Some only for a few hours,

While some last for multiples days.

Starting with Uttrayan to

Holi, all the way till Bhai dooj,

Oh! And so many more.

India has a large array of festivals

Which all of us together will enjoy.

So come, let’s celebrate

The array of Indian festivals.
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In the modern era,

Festivals come day by day.

Just like a big continuous array

They are for us to enjoy and celebrate.

When a festival arrives,

Everyone unites.

Participating with joy,

Brings out the best.

Festivals are the best for all,

Where there is no sadness at all.

The only that brings light in us,

Is the array of festivals.
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It is an array of festivals,

In which we can enjoy.

Always having fun,

Rejoicing with family.

Bursting crackers with family,

And eating sweets.

Doing heartfelt rituals,

Arises my heartfelt devotion.

We get holidays,

We get Vacations,

The only thing that beat both,

Is the continuous array of festivals.
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